HOMEWORK - STD VIII
ENGLISH

MATHS

Learn the
Term 3 book pg 10 sum
memory poems 12,13,14. pg 15 sum 5,6.
and write 1 time.
pg 72 sum II -iii

Write a report
on Covid -19
and the remedy
measures taken
by the Govt.
Write a review
about the movie
that you have
watched
recently.

Term 3 book pg 18 sum
3,4,5 pg 26 sum 6,7 pg
72 sum II-i.

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

L/W short
answers from
heat, static
electricity
L/W give
reason from
heat,static
electricity and
magnetism

L/W the definitions of
stoichiometry, radical,
valency,variable
valency

L/W
differentiation
from magnetism
and more about
energy

1)Differentiate the
following:
a.cation and anion,
b.simple and
compound radical
c.diamond and graphite

L/W
differentiation
from heat and
static electricity

Refer stoichiometry
learning material and
derive the chemical
formula for compounds
1to 5 and calculate the
molecular weight for
the same.

BIOLOGY

SOCIAL

TAMIL

Classification of
plants. MoneraAlgae-Fungi.

History and
Civics:Principles of
Panchsheel policy
and colonial urban
development during
British period

Poem-1-Q/A
learn well

Bryophytes,Pteridop
hytes

Geography:
Geographical factors
affecting the location
of industries
Economics

Poem-2- memory
poem L/W

Gymnosperms

Economics:
Difference between
private and public
sector and objectives
of public sector

Ln-1
-small Q/A L/W

ENGLISH

MATHS

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

BIOLOGY
Angiosperm
(General
Characters,
classifications.
Economic
importance)

SOCIAL

TAMIL

Geography:Interdepe
ndence of industry
and agriculture and
its significance for
economic
development of a
country

Ln-1-detail Q/A
L/W

Learn answer in
brief- Whole
portion.

Term 3 book pg 45 Ex
2.1 sum 2 to 8.
pg 72 sum III -iv pg 87
sum 8,9 pg 95 sum 4

Do the balancing
chemical equation for 1
-10 sums.(refer
learning material)

Write a letter to
your friend
sharing the
experience of
staying at home
during the
month of
March.

Term 2 book pg 55 sum
L/W heat, static
9, pg 79 sum 2, pg 73
electricity long
sum 3.
answers(1-3).
pg 24 sum 3 to 6 pg 25
sum 10,11,13,14

Learn and write the
definitions of allotropy
, isotropes,
combustion, fuel,
ignition temperature
and calorific value.

Geography:
Antarctica is called
the continent of
science. Give reason
and climate of India

Grammar- Q/A
L/W

Term 1 book pg 75 sum
6, pg 80 sum 5, pg 88
sum 2,5,6.

Draw the atomic
structure of
1 -20 elements .
Draw the bond
formation of NaCl and
KCl

Civics : Explain
SAARC and the
principles of foreign
policy

All book ex-L/W

Read Term-lll
supplementary
and frame 20
questions as
well as answers.

